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ABSTRACT

The present disclosure applies to the field of software, and provides a method, a device and a system for downloading games. The method includes that: after a user logs in, a client device sends a version number of a local game hall and personal information of the user to a server, which generates and returns a silent configuration file for downloading according to the version number of the local game hall and personal information of the user, wherein the silent configuration file for downloading includes a list of games that needs to be updated and/or downloaded and a silent download speed-limiting mode; the client device receives the silent configuration file for downloading returned by the server, and silently downloads and/or updates corresponding games of the local game hall according to the silent configuration file for downloading. An embodiment of the present disclosure can set the most appropriate silent download mode according to network conditions and user requirements.
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METHOD, DEVICE, AND SYSTEM FOR DOWNLOADING GAMES

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to download a software, and in particular to a method for downloading games, and associated device and system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] It might be known in the art and is noted in this application a game hall represents a game platform for integrating games (such as recreational games) and for allowing user to access to games. The game hall itself cannot be treated as a game.

[0003] Clients manipulated by users, after logging on the game hall, may be in an idle condition without selecting and joining in any games, and/or without initiating any active actions such as actions of initiative downloading. In this application, initiative downloading refers to actions initiated by users of clients to download software, messages, or other audio or video information. Silent downloading differs from initiative downloading at least in that the game platform can automatically download games to the client without being requested by the clients. The silent downloading can be implemented when the client is in the idle condition.

[0004] Typically, according to requests by clients to the game platform, corresponding games can be downloaded and installed locally for playing. If the local games cannot technically match with the game hall, redownload and reinstallation may be required for playing the games.

[0005] As shown in FIG. 1, a corresponding method includes steps as follows.

[0006] S101: receiving client login information and a command to start a game;
[0007] S102: determining whether the game is installed; if not, go to S103; and if yes, go to S104;
[0008] S103: downloading a game from a server;
[0009] S104: determining whether the game needs to be updated, if yes, go to S105; and if not, go to S106;
[0010] S105: downloading update documents from the server;
[0011] S106: launching the client to start the game.

[0012] The downloading process of the game (see S103, S105) can only be initiated and implemented by the client for example through clicks on corresponding buttons. Therefore, the client often has to wait until the game is downloaded and installed. If a second game needs to be downloaded and installed during playing a first game, the downloading and installing process is prone to deteriorate experience of the first game.

SUMMARY

[0013] The embodiments of the present disclosure provide a method, a device and a system for downloading a game, so as to solve the problem in the relevant art of the influence of the need for initiative game download on a game in progress.

[0014] According to an aspect of the present disclosure, the method includes the steps of:

[0015] after a user logs in, sending, by a client, a version number of a local game hall and personal information of the user to a server, so that the server generates and returns a silent configuration file for downloading according to the version number of the local game hall and the personal information of the user, wherein the silent configuration file for downloading comprises a list of games that needs to be updated and/or downloaded and a silent download speed-limiting mode; and

[0016] receiving, by the client, the silent configuration file for downloading returned by the server, and silently downloading and/or updating, by the client, a game of the local game hall according to the silent configuration file for downloading.

[0017] According to a further aspect of the present disclosure, the method includes the steps of:

[0018] receiving personal information of a user and a version number of a local game hall sent by a client;
[0019] generating a silent configuration file for downloading according to the version number of the local game hall and the personal information of the user, wherein the silent configuration file for downloading comprises a list of games that needs to be updated and/or downloaded and a silent download speed-limiting mode; and
[0020] returning the silent configuration file for downloading back to the client.

[0021] According to a further aspect of the present disclosure, the method includes the steps of:

[0022] after a user logs in, sending, by a client, a version number of a local game hall and personal information of the user to a server;
[0023] generating and returning, by the server, a silent configuration file for downloading according to the version number of the local game hall and the personal information of the user, wherein the silent configuration file for downloading comprises a list of games that needs to be updated and/or downloaded and a silent download speed-limiting mode; and
[0024] receiving, by the client, the silent configuration file for downloading returned by the server, and silently downloading and/or updating, by the client, a game of the local game hall according to the silent configuration file for downloading.

[0025] According to a further aspect of the present disclosure, the device includes:

[0026] a game information sending module configured to upload a version number of a local game hall and personal information of the user to a server;
[0027] a configuration file for downloading receiving module configured to receive the silent configuration file for downloading sent by the server;
[0028] a game verification module configured to perform verification on a local game according to the silent configuration file for downloading received by the configuration file for downloading receiving module; and
[0029] a game processing module configured to update and/or download the local game according to the result of the verification performed by the game verification module.

[0030] According to a further aspect of the present disclosure, the server device includes:

[0031] a game information receiving module configured to receive personal information of a user and a version number of a local game hall sent by a client;
[0032] a configuration file for downloading generating module configured to generate a silent configuration file for downloading according to the version number of the local game hall and the personal information of the user.
received by the game information receiving module, wherein the silent configuration file for downloading comprises a list of games that needs to be updated and/or downloaded and a silent download speed-limiting mode; and

At S201, a client device receives login information of a user, and automatically uploads personal information of the user and the version number of a local game hall to a server.

[0033] a configuration file for downloading sending module configured to issue the silent configuration file for downloading generated by the configuration file for downloading generating module to the client.

At S202, the server generates a silent configuration file for downloading according to the personal information of the user and the version number of the local game hall uploaded by the client device. The silent configuration file for downloading includes a list of games that needs to be updated and/or downloaded and a silent download speed-limiting mode.

[0034] According to a further aspect of the present disclosure, a system for downloading a game includes at least one client device as is described above and one server device as is described above.

[0046] In some embodiments of the present disclosure, the server determines games supported by the game hall of the current version according to the received current version of the local game hall, determines a game that the user recently participates in online according to the personal information of the user, and ultimately generates the list of games that needs to be updated and/or downloaded.

[0035] In the embodiments, the server can generate a configuration file for downloading based on personal information of a user and a version number of a local game hall sent by a client. The client implements in a silent download mode to automatically update and/or download a game to the local game hall. In this mode, a download list can be automatically generated on the basis of the personal information, and the game can be silent downloaded. In addition, the silent download mode can be adjusted to maximize its downloading capability according to network conditions and user requirements.

[0047] At S203, the server sends the silent configuration file for downloading to the client device.

[0036] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method for downloading a game according to the relevant art;

[0048] At S204, the client device performs verification on games of the local game hall according to the silent configuration file for downloading sent by the server. According to the verification, the corresponding games resided in the local game hall can be updated, and in additional, be re-downloaded.

[0037] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a method for downloading a game according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0049] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, the server sends the generated silent configuration file for downloading to the local game hall, which updates and/or downloads local game according to the list of games in the silent configuration file. Specific steps for downloading a game are shown in FIG. 3 and subsequent description of FIG. 3 are not elaborated herein.

[0038] FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating S204 shown in FIG. 2 according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0050] In the embodiments of the present disclosure, the game server generates the silent configuration file based on the personal information of the user and the current version number uploaded by the local game hall and sends the silent configuration file for downloading to the local game hall, which updates and/or downloads local game according to the silent configuration file.

[0039] FIG. 4 is a view showing a client-side device associated with the method shown in FIG. 2 according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0051] In one or more embodiments, referring to FIG. 3, the substeps of S204 (FIG. 2) are illustrated as follows:

[0040] FIG. 5 is a view depicting a server-side device associated with the method shown in FIG. 2 according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0052] S301: when the user is detected in an idle condition, the client device downloads the corresponding games in the silent download mode according to the silent configuration file.

[0041] The present disclosure is elaborated further in combination with the figures and embodiments, so as to manifest the objective, technical solution and advantage of the present disclosure. It should be understood that an embodiment described herein is merely intended to explain the present disclosure instead of limiting the present disclosure.

[0053] In some embodiments, the step of acquiring the silent configuration file is automatically implemented through a background application after the user logsins on the local game hall. If the user is in an idle condition, the corresponding games can be downloaded according to the silent configuration file.

[0042] In the embodiments, the server can generate a configuration file for downloading based on personal information of a user and a version number of a local game hall sent by a client. The client implements in a silent download mode to automatically update and/or download a game to the local game hall. In this mode, a download list can be automatically generated on the basis of the personal information, and the game can be silent downloaded. In addition, the silent download mode can be adjusted to maximize its downloading capability according to network conditions and user requirements.

[0054] S302: the silent download can be dynamically adjusted according to the game-playing status of the user, which may include the following scenarios of:

[0043] A method for downloading a game according to an exemplary embodiment as shown in FIG. 2 is elaborated as follows.

[0055] a) downloading the game at a full speed when the user is in an idle condition;

[0056] b) immediately suspending ongoing silent download and ensuring an initiative download to complete when the user triggers an initiative download;

[0057] c) downloading games by using a narrower bandwidth according to the silent download speed-limiting mode when the user is playing games, ensuring fluency
of playing the game. The bandwidth may be narrowed to be 5%–10% of the actual bandwidth; or

0058  d) restoring the silent download when the user cancels/finishes an initiative download or ends playing of the game.

0059  In another embodiment of the present disclosure, limitations to the speed of the silent download are realized by controlling the speed with which the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) receives a data package. When the local game hall limits the speed with which a data package is received, the server automatically adjusts the speed with which a data package is sent according to the TCP. The silent download speed-limiting mode may specifically include examples of:

0060  (1) setting a maximum download speed, namely, the maximum speed set by the local game hall, with which a data package is received via the TCP connection;

0061  (2) setting an occupation ratio of bandwidth, namely, downloading at first for a period of time without speed limits to detect a maximum download speed that is currently available, and further setting a silent download speed according to the maximum download speed and the occupation ratio of bandwidth; and

0062  (3) setting a download completion time, namely, setting the silent download speed according to file size to be downloaded and download completion time.

0063  The embodiments of the present disclosure provide different speed-limiting modes. The most appropriate silent download speed-limiting mode may be selected according to requirements of the user and the local network condition.

0064  FIG. 4 is an illustrative view of a client device for downloading a game associated with the method shown in FIGS. 1 through 3. The device includes the following modules:

0065  A game information sending module 11 is provided and is configured to upload a version number of a local game hall and personal information of a user to a server;

0066  A configuration file for downloading receiving module 12 is provided and is configured to receive the silent configuration file for downloading sent by the server;

0067  A game verification module 13 is provided and is configured to perform verification on a local game according to the silent configuration file for downloading received by the configuration file for downloading receiving module 12; and

0068  A game processing module 14 is provided and is configured to update and/or download the local game according to the result of the verification performed by the game verification module 13.

0069  The game processing module 14 further includes:

0070  a silent download launching module 141 configured to launch a silent download mode to download the game according to the result of the verification performed by the game verification module 13 when the user is in an idle condition;

0071  a silent download dynamic adjustment module 142 configured to perform a dynamic adjustment of the silent download mode according to a game-playing status of the user when the silent download launching module 141 launches the silent download mode to download the game.

0072  The dynamic adjustment of the silent download mode according to the game-playing status of the user may specifically include the following scenarios of:

0073  a) downloading the game at a full speed when the user is in an idle condition;

0074  b) immediately suspending ongoing silent download and ensuring an initiative download to complete when the user triggers an initiative download;

0075  c) downloading games by using a narrower bandwidth according to the silent download speed-limiting mode when the user is playing games, ensuring fluency of playing the game. The bandwidth may be narrowed to be 5%–10% of the actual bandwidth; or

0076  d) restoring the silent download when the user cancels/finishes an initiative download or ends playing of the game.

0077  The silent download speed-limiting mode may specifically include examples of:

0078  (1) setting a maximum download speed, namely, the maximum speed set by the local game hall, with which a data package is received via the TCP connection;

0079  (2) setting an occupation ratio of bandwidth, namely, downloading at first for a period of time without speed limits to detect a maximum download speed that is currently available, and further setting a silent download speed according to the maximum download speed and the occupation ratio of bandwidth; and

0080  (3) setting a download completion time, namely, setting the silent download speed according to file size to be downloaded and download completion time.

0081  FIG. 5 is a view of a device for downloading a game by a server provided by an embodiment of the present disclosure, for convenience of description, only the portion relevant to the embodiment of the present disclosure is shown. The device includes:

0082  a game information receiving module 21 configured to receive personal information of a user and a version number of a local game hall sent by a client device;

0083  a configuration file for downloading generating module 22 configured to generate a silent configuration file for downloading according to the version number of the local game hall and the personal information of the user received by the game information receiving module 21, wherein the silent configuration file for downloading comprises a list of games that needs to be updated and/or downloaded and a silent download speed-limiting mode, wherein the configuration file for downloading generating module 22 further includes a game list generating module 221 configured to let the server determine games supported by the game hall of the current version according to the received current version of the local game hall, determine a game that the user recently participates in online according to the personal information of the user, and ultimately generate the list of games that needs to be updated and/or downloaded; and

0084  a configuration file for downloading sending module 21 configured to send the silent configuration file for downloading generated by the configuration file for downloading generating module 22 to the client device.

0085  In an embodiment of the present disclosure, a server generates a silent configuration file for downloading accord-
ing to personal information of a user and a version number of a local game hall sent by a client device, the client device updates and/or downloads a game to the local game hall using a silent download mode. The present disclosure can only automatically generate a download list based on the personal information and perform the silent download, but select the most appropriate silent download mode according to different network conditions and user requirements.

What described above is just the preferred embodiments of the present disclosure and is not intended to limit the present disclosure; any modification, equivalent replacement and improvement made within the principles of the present disclosure shall be included in the scope of the present disclosure.

1. (canceled)
2. A method for downloading games, comprising:
   at a client device, sending a version number of a local game hall and personal information of a user to a server;
   receiving a silent configuration file for downloading from the server, the silent configuration file being generated by the server according to the version number of the local game hall and the personal information of the user, and the silent configuration file for downloading comprising a list of games that needs to be updated and/or downloaded and a silent download speed-limiting mode; and
   silently downloading and/or updating corresponding games of the local game hall according to the silent configuration file for downloading, where this step comprises:
   downloading the game in a silent download mode according to the silent configuration file for downloading when the user is in an idle condition;
   performing a dynamic adjustment of the silent download according to a game-playing status of the user.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein performing a dynamic adjustment of the silent download according to a game-playing status of the user comprises:
   a) downloading the game at a full speed when the user is in an idle condition;
   b) immediately suspending ongoing silent download and ensuring an initiative download to complete when the user triggers an initiative download;
   c) downloading games by using a narrower bandwidth according to the silent download speed-limiting mode when the user is playing games, ensuring fluency of playing the game; or
   d) restoring the silent download when the user cancels/finishes an initiative download or ends playing of the game.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the silent download speed-limiting mode comprises:
   (1) setting a maximum download speed, namely, the maximum speed set by the local game hall, with which a data package is received via the TCP connection;
   (2) setting an occupation ratio of bandwidth, namely, downloading at first for a period of time without speed limits to detect a maximum download speed that is currently available, and further setting a silent download speed according to the maximum download speed and the occupation ratio of bandwidth; and
   (3) setting a download completion time, namely, setting the silent download speed according to file size to be downloaded and download completion time.

5. (canceled)
6. (canceled)
7. (canceled)
8. (canceled)
9. A client device for downloading games, comprising:
   a game information sending module configured to upload a version number of a local game hall and personal information of a user to a server;
   a configuration file for downloading receiving module configured to receive a silent configuration file for downloading sent by the server;
   a game verification module configured to perform verification on a local game according to the silent configuration file for downloading received by the configuration file for downloading receiving module; and
   a game processing module configured to update and/or download the local game according to the result of the verification performed by the game verification module, wherein the game processing module comprises:
   a silent download launching module configured to launch a silent download mode to download the game according to the result of the verification performed by the game verification module when the user is in an idle condition;
   a silent download dynamic adjustment module configured to perform a dynamic adjustment of the silent download mode according to a game-playing status of the user when the silent download launching module launches the silent download mode to download the game.

10. (canceled)
11. (canceled)
12. (canceled)